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Abstract— As robots operate alongside humans in shared
spaces, such as homes and offices, it is essential to have
an effective mechanism for interacting with them. Natural
language offers an intuitive interface for communicating with
robots, but most of the recent approaches to grounded language
understanding reason only in the context of an instantaneous
state of the world. Though this allows for interpreting a variety
of utterances in the current context of the world, these models
fail to interpret utterances which require the knowledge of past
dynamics of the world, thereby hindering effective human-robot
collaboration in dynamic environments. Constructing a com-
prehensive model of the world that tracks the dynamics of all
objects in the robot’s workspace is computationally expensive
and difficult to scale with increasingly complex environments.
To address this challenge, we propose a learned model of
language and perception that facilitates the construction of
temporally compact models of dynamic worlds through closed-
loop grounding and perception. Our experimental results on
the task of grounding referring expressions demonstrate more
accurate interpretation of robot instructions in cluttered and
dynamic table-top environments without a significant increase
in runtime as compared to an open-loop baseline.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are transitioning from performing fixed and repet-
itive tasks in highly structured spaces, such as factory floors,
to helping humans in daily tasks in shared workspaces,
such as homes and offices. A critical challenge for enabling
effective human-robot collaboration in such settings is to
have efficient means of communication with these robots.
Natural language is a popular modality for this purpose due
to its vast domain applicability and ease of use. It provides
a bidirectional interface to communicate intent and/or share
knowledge about the environment with the robots. Whether
it be instructions to follow, information to assimilate or ques-
tions to be asked, such interfaces must be able to associate
language with a model of the environment to collaborate on
tasks in a human-robot team. As such, physically grounded
language understanding poses a unique challenge because of
the central role of the physical world.

The ability of the robot to collaborate on a wide variety of
tasks is inherently linked to the richness of its representation
of the world. With few exceptions [1], most of the contempo-
rary approaches to grounded language understanding [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6] reason in the context of a rich but instantaneous
state of the world. Even though this allows for interpreting
a variety of utterances in the present context of the world,
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Fig. 1. This figure illustrates two unique human-robot interaction
scenarios situated in everyday environments. Most contemporary approaches
to language grounding reason in the context of a rich but static model of
the world, limiting their ability to interpret language that references past
events. Constructing a comprehensive model of the world that tracks states
of all objects in robot’s workspace is computationally expensive and limits
scalability in non-trivial dynamics environments. In this work we provide
a novel approach for adaptively constructing compact models of dynamic
environments for efficient grounded language understanding in cluttered,
dynamic table-top worlds.

these models fail to interpret utterances which require the
knowledge of past dynamics of the world. For example,
consider a robot instructed to “retrieve the ball inside the
box” as shown in Figure 1. To interpret and execute that
instruction, the robot only needs to be aware of the present
state of the objects in its environment. However, to interpret
a command such as “hand me the wrench I was using a few
minutes ago”, as shown in Figure 1, the robot must have a
model of the world that not only represents the current states
of objects but also their past dynamics.

Extending contemporary models to reason about utter-
ances which require knowledge of the past dynamics of
the world introduces non-trivial challenges pertaining to
both state estimation and symbol grounding. Advances in
sensor technology, machine perception, and natural language
processing have provided access to a wealth of metric and
semantic data that can be infused into the world model of
a robot. However, constructing a comprehensive model of
the world which tracks dynamics and semantics of all of
the objects in the robot’s workspace through time is com-
putationally expensive and thus prevents effective human-
robot collaboration in non-trivial dynamic environments. On
the other hand, a poorly detailed model of the environment
limits the diversity of the utterances that can be interpreted
and executed. A fundamental research question then is, how
to efficiently reason over this rich information in a manner
that enables robots to efficiently execute a variety of natural
language instructions in complex dynamic worlds?

A recent line of work [7], [8], [9] addresses a component
of this problem by providing a learned language-guided



mechanism to adapt a robot’s perceptual capabilities in an
online manner as and when require by the instructed task.
This allows the robot to construct compact, object-centric
models of the world that only represent entities relevant to
the given task. These compact, object-centric world represen-
tations afford faster perception and grounding in cluttered en-
vironments. However, these approaches also consider a static
and instantaneous state of the world which prevents them
from interpreting utterances that require knowledge of the
past dynamics of the world. We argue that even with a task-
adapted set of detectors, processing the entire observation
history is computationally expensive and unnecessary for ac-
curate interpretation of the given instruction. For instructions
in which the temporal context may be evident (e.g., “show
me the cup that I last used”), visual observations collected
before the occurrence of referred event can be filtered from
the space of observations. In this work we provide a learned
model of language and perception that allows a robot to
perform perception and symbol grounding in a closed loop
fashion, thereby enabling a lazy, backward search through the
space of past observations to construct temporally compact,
task-relevant environment models. These environment mod-
els are minimal but sufficient for interpreting the meaning
of utterances that require knowledge of the present and/or
the past states of dynamic environments. With quantitative
experimental analysis on the task of grounding referring
expressions in cluttered table-top worlds, we demonstrate
more accurate interpretation of robot instructions without a
significant increase in runtime as compared to an open-loop
baseline which performs perception and symbol grounding
independently.

II. RELATED WORK

Symbol grounding [10] is the problem of providing mean-
ing to the linguistic constructs such as words and phrases
(symbols) by associating (grounding) them with physical
entities or processes in the world. Early work in symbol
grounding [11], [12] utilized rule-based techniques or man-
ually engineered features that related words to the symbolic
representations of entities in the world or the actions that
the robot can take. These approaches demonstrated basic
capabilities in very simple worlds and with constrained
language. For example, the agent SHRLDU [11] operated
in a simulated world consisting of cubes, balls, pyramids,
and cones etc. Robot SHAKEY [12] used basic algorithms
to perceive a constrained set of rectangular objects such as
rooms, doors, and hallways. Consequently, these approaches
were limited in the diversity of language and environments
that they can handle.

Recent developments in representation learning [13] have
allowed for the creation of deep neural networks that can
address the symbol grounding problem in an end-to-end fash-
ion. These networks can map low-level sensor data (RGB-D
images) and language embeddings directly to robot actions
and can be trained using reinforcement or imitation learning
to reason over the semantics, geometry, and affordances of
the environment. Trained entirely in a data-driven fashion,

these models have been demonstrated to follow naviga-
tion [14] and manipulation [15], [16] instructions in complex
environments. With few exceptions, most of these these
methods [17], [18], [19], [20] have only been demonstrated in
photorealistic simulators assuming noise-free observations,
perfect robot localization and static environments. A separate
class of models has attempted to combine the advantages
of modular and end-to-end policies by fusing object-centric
world representations generated by traditional 3D object
detection pipelines [21], [22] with large language mod-
els [23]. These models have demonstrated successful spatial
reference resolution in room sized 3D maps of world [2] and
long horizon task following [6] in everyday environments.
However, the non-adaptive perception pipelines used in these
approaches produce static and flat representations of the
world prevents them from interpreting instructions which
require knowledge of the world dynamics.

In summary, most of the contemporary approaches to
robot instruction following are limited to reasoning in the
context of a static and non-adaptive representation of the
world. Scaling these systems to operate in more cluttered
and dynamic environments causes computational bottlenecks
in achieving effective human-robot collaboration. This paper
proposes a novel model and system architecture that builds
upon [7], [8], [9] to enable robots to efficiently interpret
natural language in cluttered dynamic environments.

III. BACKGROUND

We formulate the problem of grounded language under-
standing as a probabilistic inference over a learned dis-
tribution that associates linguistic elements to their corre-
sponding referents in a symbolic representation of meaning.
The set of symbols Γt = {γ1, . . . , γn} generally includes
concepts derived from the robot’s environment model, such
as objects, specific regions, spatio-temporal relationships
and viable robot behaviors, such as manipulating a specific
object or navigating to the desired location, etc. The learned
distribution over symbols is conditioned on the constituency
parse Λt = {λ1, . . . , λn} of the free-form utterance pro-
vided by the human collaborator and a corresponding world
model Υ1:t that represents the metric and semantic state
of the robot’s environment till time t. The world model is
extracted by processing the history of sensor observations
z1:t using a set of various metric and semantic detectors
∆ = {δ1, . . . , δn} available in robot’s perception pipeline.
Framed as a symbol grounding problem [10], natural lan-
guage understanding then typically follows a maximum a
posteriori inference over the space of referent symbols Γt.

Γ∗t = arg max
Γt

p(Γt|Λt,Υ1:t) (1)

Distributed Correspondance Graphs (DCG) [4] frames this
problem as a probabilistic inference over a factor graph
having hierarchical structure dictated by the compositional
nature of the utterance as illustrated in Figure 2. DCG
formulates the problem of language understanding as one
of finding the most likely associations between the linguistic
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Fig. 2. Distributed Correspondance Graph linked to a constituency parse.

elements λi ∈ Λt and the symbolic constituents γij ∈ Γt
by introducing the notion of unknown random variables
called correspondence variables φij ∈ Φ. A correspondence
variable φij associates a phrase λi with a symbol γij . The hi-
erarchical structure of the graph derived from the parse of an
utterance enables the model to reason about the meaning of
a particular phrase as conditioned on the grounded meaning
of its immediate children phrases Φci . DCG then assumes
conditional independence across the linguistic and symbolic
constituents to propose a factorization of the grounding
distribution.

Φ∗t = arg max
φij∈Φ

|Λt|∏
i=1

|Γt|∏
j=1

p(φij |γij ,Φci , λi,Υ1:t) (2)

The factorization based on the conditional independence
assumption reduces the combinatorially large search over
the power set P(Γt) to a linear bottom-up search over the
individual factors in the DCG making the inference tractable.
In practice, the conditional probability over the correspon-
dence variables is approximated by a learned log-linear
model [24] Ψ(φij , γij ,Φci , λi,Υ1:t) consisting of weighted
binary features that evaluate various properties of known
random variables in a factor. Weight parameters associated
with each feature function are optimized by training on
a corpus of labeled examples that annotate phrases in a
constituency parse with true groundings.

IV. TECHNICAL APPROACH

In practice, constructing a world model Υ1:t that tracks
the metric-semantic states of all of the entities in the robot’s
workspace over an extended period of time and performing
grounding inference in its context is computational expensive
and therefore prohibits effective human-robot collaboration
in non-trivial dynamic environments. On the other hand, a
poorly detailed and static model of the environment limits
the diversity of the utterances that can be interpreted and

executed. An interesting research question then is, how to
efficiently reason over the rich history of sensory obser-
vations z1:t in a manner that enables robots to efficiently
understand and execute a variety of natural language instruc-
tions in complex dynamic environments while maintaining
a reasonable operational tempo. Towards addressing this
problem, we argue that there exists a concise model of
the world, denoted by Υ∗t−:t, that is sufficient to interpret
the meaning of a given natural language instruction and
execute it. Specifically, we argue that only a subset of sensory
observations and objects in the world are relevant for a given
utterance, and the observation history can be selectively
processed to build compact task relevant world models. DCG
inference performed in the context of such compact world
models then takes the following form.

Φ∗t = arg max
φij∈Φ

|Λt|∏
i=1

|Γt|∏
j=1

p(φij |γij ,Φci , λi,Υ∗t−:t) (3)

We hypothesize that by constructing a minimal model Υ∗t−:t

of the environment and reasoning in its context (Equation 3),
we can achieve greater accuracy in responding to instructions
in dynamic, cluttered settings. This should be achievable
without significantly increasing the computational burden,
unlike the non-adaptive perception pipeline which attempts
to build a comprehensive model of the environment by
processing the entire observation history z1:t.

Central to the problem of constructing compact environ-
ment models is the determination of which classifiers from
the set ∆t and which sensor observations from the history
z1:t are relevant to the given utterance so that the world
models constructed from them are minimal and sufficient
for natural language understanding, task planning and motion
planning for the given utterance Λt. The key observation that
informs the ideas explored in this paper is that the difference
between the expected and inferred grounded symbols can
inform the system about the adequacy of the world model.
For example, consider the utterance “the two cubes that were
on the plate”. If the set of grounded symbols inferred for this
sentence was empty or only included a single cube object,
then it could mean that the world model did not contain
enough detail about the dynamics of both or at least one
of the cubes. In this work we propose a novel intelligence
architecture, called Language Guided Temporally Adaptive
Perception (LG-TAP) (Figure 3), for natural language under-
standing, that exploits such information by closing the loop
around perception and symbol grounding with the help of a
novel learned model called Grounding Constraints Inference.
Specifically, this architecture allows for an efficient lazy
search through the observation history z1:t by incorporating
feedback from the Grounding Constraints Inference (GCI)
and Language Guided Perception (LGP) modules. Note that
there is an implicit assumption that the error observed
between the expected versus inferred symbols is due missing
world knowledge and not a failure of the learned grounding
model. Meaning, if the world were to contain sufficient
information, NLU would infer the expected groundings.
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Fig. 3. Language Guided Temporally Adaptive Perception (LG-TAP) - the proposed intelligence architecture that constructs temporally compact world
models for instructions that refer to the past and/or present state of the world. This framework leverages the novel Grounding Constraints Inference (GCI)
and Groundings Constraints Checker (GCC) modules to perform a lazy, backwards search through space of past observations to construct temporally
compact world models. The process of perception and grounded language understanding now exhibits a cyclic behavior that iteratively refines the world
model until the grounding constraints are satisfied.

In this architecture, language is used in three ways. First,
the utterance Λt is processed by the LGP module to infer
a set of task relevant detectors ∆∗ which will only model
the entities in the robot’s workspace which are relevant to
the given utterance. Initially the perception pipeline assumes
access to only a brief history of observations zt−:t collected
around the utterance time t. An environment model between
these temporal bounds Υ∗t−:t, is constructed by the Percep-
tion Module (PRCP) by engaging the task relevant detectors
∆∗ and is consumed by a DCG-based Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) module to infer a set of groundings
(symbols representing meaning) Γt associated with lan-
guage. The novel component called Grounding Constraints
Inference also consumes the language Λt to infer a set of
grounding constraints C (Γt) that represents rules regarding
the expected groundings Γt from the NLU module for
the same utterance. For example, the grounding constraints
inferred for the sentence “hand me the wrench I was using
sometime ago” will represent a rule C (Γt) = { ∃! γ

(oi,oj)
ai ∈

Γt | type(oi) = robot, type(oj) = wrench, type(ai) =

pick ∧ ∃! γ
(oi,oj)
ai ∈ Γt | type(oi) = wrench, type(oj) =

person, type(ai) = pass ∧ |Γt| = 2 }. Similarly, grounding
constraints inferred for the sentence “the cube that was on
your right” will represent a rule C (Γt) = { ∃! γoi ∈
Γt | type(oi) = cube |Γt| = 1 }. Here oi, oj denote objects
in the world, and ai represents the action type expected to be
inferred by NLU. It is important to note that the constraints
are inferred independently of the world model and solely
represent ungrounded semantics of the utterance.

These constraints are then validated by the Grounding
Constraints Checker (GCC) to determine if the inferred
groundings Γt align with the model’s expectation for the
given the utterance. If the grounding constraints C (Γt) are
satisfied, the groundings are passed onto the task planning
(TP) component of the architecture to execute the instructed
task. However, if the groundings don’t satisfy the grounding

constraints C (Γt) then the unsatisfied grounding constraints
are passed back to the LGP module to expand the temporal
bounds (t− : t) to generate an updated environment model
Υ∗t−:t. This updated environment model is then processed
by the NLU module to infer an updated set of groundings
that may satisfy the grounding constraints. As shown in
Figure 4, this loop continues until either the constraints are
satisfied or the robot runs out of the observation history. The
LGP, GCI and NLU modules are implemented using DCGs,
each trained separately with specialized symbolic represen-
tations. Performing DCG inference repeatedly during the
backwards search is computationally expensive for any non-
trivial world. We leverage the efficient graph updates (EGU)
technique [25] for performing symbol grounding inference
with high runtime efficiency during the backwards search
in our architecture. This technique selectively recomputes
only the world-dependent features at the factor level in
DCG, and reuses the prior computational effort to speed-
up the runtime of factor graph evaluation and inference. We
hypothesize that the proposed intelligence architecture will
perform an efficient backwards search through the space of
past observations by closing the loop between perception and
symbol grounding. This effectively will enable collaborative
robots to efficiently interpret and execute diverse manipula-
tion instructions in heavily cluttered dynamic environments.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To understand the impact of the proposed closed loop
architecture, we performed a quantitative evaluation compar-
ing its runtime performance and accuracy to an open loop
baseline on the task of grounding referring expressions in
dynamic table-top worlds.

A. Symbolic Representations and Model Training

All of the language models (NLU, LGP and GCI) used
in the proposed architecture were implemented using Dis-
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Fig. 4. In a scenario of human-robot collaboration, the human participant selects three cubes from the tabletop and transfers them to one of the two boxes
available on the tabletop. Subsequently, the human selects two more cubes and puts them into the other box, and instructs the robot with “point to the box
that contains two cubes” and “show me the box that has three rubber cubes”. Figure 4(a) illustrates the world model at the time t which is insufficient to
comprehend the intended meaning. LG-TAP constructs temporally compact world models for the two instructions as illustrated in Figures 4(b) and 4(c)
respectively. The arrows indicate the displacement vectors for the recognized cubes, and the green circles indicate the referenced boxes in the instructions.
As the proposed method executes perception and grounding in a closed loop, it generates a more concise world model for the task of ”point to the box
with two cubes” than for ”show me the box with three rubber cubes” because of the chronological order of those two events.

tributed Correspondence Graphs [4] with symbolic represen-
tations and features adapted according to their individual
functionalities. The symbolic representation used by the
NLU model consisted of symbols that represented actions,
objects and various spatial-temporal relations needed to
represent the meaning of linguistic phrases in a given ut-
terance. In contrast, the representation used by the LGP
model consisted of symbols that represented various ob-
ject detectors in robot’s perception pipeline (PRCP). The
symbolic representation for the GCI model consisted of
grounding constraints as described in Section IV. The three
language models were trained using three different corpora
consisting of about 1000 utterances each. Each of these
training sets contained same utterances but were annotated
differently according to the relevant symbolic representation.
This training data was generated entirely in the context of
simulated table-top worlds using the Gazebo [26] simulator
and was self-annotated by following patterns in [4]. We
encourage the reader to refer to [4], [7], [25] if a more
general understanding of the symbolic representation, feature
design and model optimization for DCGs is desired.

B. Workspace Setup and Model Testing

For testing, the workspace of the robot was populated
with different objects, such as cups, hammers, wrenches,
balls etc. taken from either the YCB dataset [27] or found
otherwise in everyday spaces. In order to assess how the
proposed approach scales with an increase in the number
of objects in the world, we generated 8 unique test worlds
by systematically incrementing the number of objects on the
table from 10 to 80 with a step size of 10. To introduce
dynamics, the objects in each of these 8 worlds were moved
around on the table over a period of 3 minutes by a human
collaborator. A total of 96 referring expressions (12 per
world) were generated by describing the objects with their
present or past metric-semantic states. For example, a cube
that was moved from the left side of the robot to right was
referred to as, “the cube that was moved” or “the cube
that was on your left”. The referring expressions included

references to single objects or groups of objects such as “the
two wrenches that were used” etc. This set of utterances was
used as a test set to evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach on the task of grounding referring expressions.

C. Perception Pipeline and World Model

The object centric world model used in our system was
capable of representing each object in the robot’s workspace,
including the robot itself, with a unique ID, a semantic
type, a color, and temporal state information such as its 3D
position, bounding box, and linear velocity tracked over time.
This model was constructed by processing RGB-D images
captured by an Intel RealSense D435 sensor mounted on
Baxter’s torso. A YOLOv4 [28] object detector was run
on the visual stream, generating 2D object detections for
each RGB-D frame. This detector was trained on 30 custom
object categories using a dataset of 150K annotated images.
The open-loop baseline approach utilized a non-adaptive
perception pipeline that converted all 2D object detections
inferred by YOLOv4 to 3D point clouds and tracked 3D
poses and bounding boxes of these objects over time in an
online manner. In contrast, our proposed lazy approach used
an adaptive perception pipeline that could adjust its detectors,
as indicated by the Language Guided Perception model in
the architecture, to selectively convert only the task relevant
2D detections into 3D point clouds and track their metric
states after having received an instruction. Object tracking
was performed by using the Hungarian algorithm [29],
and a Kalman filter was used to reliably update the state
information for each tracked object over time.

D. Performance Metrics

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
(LG-TAP), we conducted a quantitative assessment compar-
ing its runtime and accuracy to an open loop (Exhaustive)
system on the task of referring expression grounding in
dynamic table-top worlds. The task of referring expres-
sion grounding involves identifying a particular object or
set of objects referred to in a given utterance. Ability to



quickly and accurately interpret such expressions in non-
trivial dynamic worlds is critical for achieving effective
human-robot collaboration. In a system that uses object
centric world representations, such as ours, the computational
challenges involved in perception and symbol grounding are
inherently linked to the number of objects in robot’s world.
Therefore, to understand how the runtime and accuracy of
LG-TAP scales with increase in the number of objects in
robot’s world, we quantified following relationships. We also
quantified the compactness of the world models generated by
LG-TAP in terms of their size and time spans.
• Response Time Vs. World Object Count.
• Response Accuracy Vs. World Object Count.
• Perception Cycle Frequency Vs. World Object Count.
• World Model Object Count Vs. World Object Count.
• World Model Time Span Vs. World Object Count.

First, we measured how long both approaches take to ground
the referring expression. We defined this measure as the
response time of the architecture and we quantified how
it scales with an increase in the number of objects in the
world. Second, we measured how accurately do both of
the approaches ground the referring expression. We defined
this measure as the response accuracy of the architecture
and we quantified how it changes with increase in the
number of objects in the world. Third, we measured how
the rate of perception (FPS) changes with an increase in
the number of objects on the table. A higher perception
cycle frequency would indicate that the system can perceive
changes in the world more quickly, and thus be more robust
to object tracking failures. Lastly, we evaluated the degree of
compactness of the world models produced by LG-TAP. This
was measured by quantifying the size of the world model in
terms of the number of objects it represents, and the time-
span of it based on the average duration of state histories of
objects modeled in it. We expect to observe a high degree of
compactness in the world models produced by LG-TAP, as
they contain only the necessary information to interpret and
execute a given natural language instruction.

The response time of LG-TAP, which performs a backward
search through past observations, depends on the depth of the
search required to find the necessary event information. To
investigate the impact of event timing on LG-TAP’s response
time, we divided the test set containing 96 referring expres-
sions into 4 different groups based on the event lag (EL).
The EL categories were defined as EL = 0 min,EL =
1 min,EL = 2 min and EL = 3 min and corresponded to
events occurring at different times before the utterance was
received. For instance, a referring expression belonging to
the EL = 1 min group referred to an event that occurred
roughly one minute before the utterance. By analyzing LG-
TAP’s response times across these EL categories, we were
able to gain insights into the relationship between event
timing and system performance.

E. Ablation Study

The process of perception and grounded language under-
standing in LG-TAP exhibits a cyclic behavior that iteratively

refines the world model until the grounding constraints
are satisfied. To efficiently execute this iterative process,
LG-TAP leverages Language Guided Perception (LGP) and
Efficient Graph Updates (EGU) [25] techniques as described
in the technical approach section of this paper. To quantify
the individual contributions of these two techniques towards
runtime improvements, we ran an ablation study.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents experimental findings, comparing the
performance of proposed closed-loop (LG-TAP) approach to
an open-loop (Exhaustive) baseline.

A. Impact on Compactness

The results depicted in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) clearly
illustrate that LG-TAP constructs considerably more compact
world models as compared to the Exhaustive baseline. First,
the compactness in the size of the world model (number of
objects) can be attributed to the Language Guided Perception
(LGP) model in the architecture. This is because, LGP adapts
the detectors in robot’s perception pipeline by leveraging the
information in the utterance to model only the task relevant
entities in robot’s world. In contrast, the Exhaustive baseline
attempts to detect all of the objects and thus shows nearly
perfect correlation between the number of objects reflected
in world model versus present in the actual world. Another
factor contributing to the compactness of the world models
generated by LG-TAP is the iterative nature of the approach,
facilitated by the Grounding Constraints Inference (GCI) and
Grounding Constraints Checker (GCC) modules. LG-TAP
is designed to construct temporally compact world models
that contain only the necessary information about the world
dynamics to interpret a given instruction. As such, the high
variance in the time-span of world models generated by LG-
TAP is a desired and expected outcome. This ensures that
the models contain only the minimal temporal information
required for accurate interpretation of the instruction.

B. Impact on Runtime

Figure 5(d) presents the results of an ablation study that
evaluates the response time of our proposed approach. In
this study, response time is defined as the total elapsed time
between receiving an utterance and successfully inferring
its meaning. For efficient perception and grounding, LG-
TAP leverages LGP and EGU [25] techniques as described
in the technical approach section of this paper. The results
show that LG-TAP with LGP and EGU (indicated in green)
outperforms the Exhaustive baseline (indicated in black)
in terms of response time. In contrast, when both LGP
and EGU are omitted from the architecture (indicated in
gray), the response time of LG-TAP significantly increases,
highlighting the importance of these techniques. The plots
drawn in red and blue offer insights into the individual
contributions of LGP and EGU in the architecture. Notably,
LGP enables the response time to be independent of the
number of objects in the world. This is because LGP adapts
perception to model only the task-relevant entities, making
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Fig. 5. Plots demonstrating the effective scaling of proposed closed-loop approach (indicated in green) when compared against an open-loop baseline
(indicated in black) on the task of referring expression grounding. The data points indicate mean values, and the error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals. We can observe that the response time of the proposed approach is closely comparable to the best case baseline (exhaustive with SSP), whereas
it is significantly more accurate in worlds with more number of objects.

it nearly independent of the total number of objects in the
world.

On the other hand, the Exhaustive approach generates
a detailed world model that includes all objects in robot’s
workspace and performs grounding inference in its con-
text. Since the runtime of the DCG (Equation 2) is linear
with respect to the number of objects in the robot’s world
model, we observe a consistent increase in response time
for the Exhaustive baseline. A more efficient version of the
Exhaustive baseline (indicated in orange), employs Search
Space Pruning (SSP) to reduce the response time of baseline
significantly. SSP and LGP have similar effects on the size
of the search space; however, LGP reduces it by filtering
objects during perception, whereas SSP does so by filtering
objects after they have been perceived. Although this method
considerably improves the runtime of the Exhaustive base-
line, its accuracy declines similarly to that of the exhaustive
approach, as explained in the following section.

Since the proposed approach employs a backward, lazy
search through past observations to recursively estimate a
world model and grounded symbols, its runtime is dependent

on the depth it must traverse to resolve the uttered reference.
This implies that it takes longer to resolve references that
occurred in the distant past and shorter time to resolve
references that are more recent. Figure 5(e) illustrates this
effect. As seen in plots, the runtime for LG-TAP increases
approximately linearly with increase in the delay between the
utterance and event time. For example, the response time
to the utterance “the cube that was moved” would differ,
depending on when the cube was moved in past.

C. Impact on Accuracy

The results presented in Figure 5(f) indicate that the pro-
posed approach achieves higher accuracy than the baseline in
grounding referring expressions in sufficiently cluttered dy-
namic environments. To better understand this performance
gain, we also evaluated how the frequency of perception
in both the baseline and proposed approaches change as
the number of objects in the environment are increased.
As depicted in Figure 5(c), the frequency of perception
cycles in the baseline approach drops with increasing number
of objects, whereas our proposed approach maintains a
constant frequency. The baseline approach utilizes a non-



adaptive perception pipeline that converts all 2D object
detections into 3D object point clouds and tracks their 3D
pose and bounding box state over time in an online manner.
However, the runtime of this pipeline increases with the
number of objects in the environment, which lowers the
rate at which it can successfully process RGB-D frames
streaming from the sensor. As a result, the baseline suffers
from poor object tracking performance in highly cluttered
dynamic environments, which leads to noisy world models
and inaccurate symbol grounding. In contrast, LG-TAP does
not process visual observations until after an utterance is
received. This allows it to store the observation history
at a consistent frame rate. Later, it employs an adaptive
perception pipeline that can adjust its detectors to selectively
convert only task-relevant 2D detections into 3D point clouds
and track their metric states opportunistically after receiving
an instruction. This approach enables LG-TAP to perform
3D object state estimation at a constant rate, regardless of
the number of objects in the environment. This results in
maintaining high accuracy in sufficiently cluttered dynamic
environments. Overall, the proposed approach outperforms
the baseline in accurately grounding referring expressions in
dynamic settings while maintaining a comparable runtime.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a solution for improving the
efficiency of robot instruction understanding in dynamic
spaces. Our approach leverages closed-loop grounding and
perception to construct temporally compact models of dy-
namic worlds. Experimental results on the task of grounding
referring expressions demonstrate that our approach leads to
more accurate interpretation of robot instructions in cluttered
and dynamic table-top environments without a significant
increase in runtime compared to an open-loop baseline. In
conclusion, our work provides a promising approach for
improving human-robot teaming in shared, dynamic spaces.
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